I can't believe you're in 7th grade - and in a different school!

Don't worry, sis. You're gonna have so much fun in 4th grade - you won't even miss me!
WHAT THE FAUCI IS THAT?!
That looks like that monster from last year... 

but bigger!
We could really use some help or we'll never be able to go back to school!

Did you say you needed help with a Delta Monster!??
DON'T WORRY!

We're your HEROES!

...and we're here to take COVID down to ZERO!
You don't look like superheroes...

Can you really stop Delta?
We really can, Layla! Wanna hear something kinda crazy...

Everyone can be a COVID SUPERHERO (even you and your brother).

You can even help fight COVID MONSTERS with a simple MASK - like me!
Just imagine what we can all do together!!!
We’re Gonna be SAFE in SCHOOL!
But First... ZAP!
I'll go with SAM since he's over 12!

But don't worry, Layla! You are safe with Swab & Masky!